DATE:  12-10-07

TIME:  10:10 a.m.

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT:  Alan Crankovich, Mark McClain

DEPARTMENT:  WSU-Extension

DEPARTMENT HEAD:  Tip Hudson (temp)

OTHERS PRESENT:  Mandy Robinson, Deputy Clerk of the Board; Julie Sorenson, Program Assistant; Bob Haberman, Stan Sheilds, Jerry Pettit, Auditor

TOPIC:  Follow-Up to November species space study meeting

DISCUSSION:  Tip reviewed a letter with the Board he stated that he was following up from the November meeting with the Board. He asked the Board if they were considering doing a feasibility study of the fairgrounds. Tip stated there is still such a lack of space and it is still raising a lot of concerns. Tip stated that in the past there was talk of the frontier village being moved or that the County Maintenance parking lot would be moved, to provide more barn space. Tip stated he is aware that the plan is to move expand towards the North end of the Fairgrounds, but was curious if and when.

ACTION:  The Board stated that they would look into another feasibility study since the last one was done about 10 years ago. And that they would be looking for input.